CURTAIN

MULTISTYLE
DREAMs with special Extras

DREAM

©

textile room Art

TYP= all CURTAINs (CU), Freestyle (FS), AURAS sliding panels (AS), AURAS roman blinds (AR)
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Standard CURTAINS have up to 6cms extra for contingency.
If ordered a MIN or MAX width, a sequence cannot be fixed.
Less than 70cm wide, we reduce 1 strip to adjust excess.
Exact width as the strips vary in widths.
(D2003 surcharge 25%)
Wider than 220cm he is divided into 2 or more equal parts
WIDTH
(each part maximum 220cm wide) and joined by concealed
attachments.If you wish another division notice it on your order,
we produce each kind of division under 220cm.
60 or 70cm is standard, other width
(D2010 surcharge 15%)
LINEA backing instead of net-backing
(surcharge look DUET)
U-Head, a concealed 6cm RodPocket in light silver, fully
openable at the back (is Standard for FS)
V-Head, a 2,5cm concealed V-head (XV) with soft Velcro (is
standard for AURAS)
X-head is a a 4-50cm extended Rod pocket (standard 8cm)
HEAD
with a height of 321-370cm it has a X-head up to 50cm high
The standard CURTAIN has a head which is stitched in an
angle of 90°. A roof-slanted CURTAIN is a style where the
head of the curtain is stitched according to the angle of the
roof. The surcharge is 25% (minimum 60€).
Standard CURTAIN has even length strips. Different long
strips forms shaped hems like A-symmetric slanted right/left
(ASR/ASL-FORM), V or inverted V-form (IV-FORM) or step- HEM
form (S-FORM). Invoiced sqm is width x longest strip. (D2006
for each level or direction 10%)
More than 4 Colors per addition color
(D2001 surcharge 15€)
COLOR
Mix Luminare with ROYAL-colors
(D2001 surcharge 1x15€)
Even sequence is standard. An uneven sequence is an
irregular arrangement of different colors. (D2007 surcharge 20%).
Standard is a left-right overlapping. A symmetrical counterpart SEQUto a CURTAIN is a Mirror CURTAIN with right- left overlapping ENCE
instead of the left-right. (D2005 surcharge 20% for the Mirror CURTAIN)
Perfect symmetry with left-right & right- left, meeting at the
centre
(D2005 surcharge 25%).
If there is no surcharge noticed then it is without surcharge
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